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ABSTRACT: Abu Bakr al‑Baghdadi, appointed caliph of the
‘Islamic State’ proclaimed in 2014 over territories in Iraq and Syria,
did not hide the expansionist aims of his organization, DaÝesh (also
known as ISIS), in the Levant. Going beyond the alarmist excesses of
some analyses, the menace of radical Islam for Lebanese sovereignty
in particular sounds credible. DaÝesh has more than one reason to
be interested in Lebanon and to achieve a breakthrough there, even
if only a partial one. Moreover, its infiltration would seem to be
facilitated by the presence of 1.2 million Syrian refugees as much
as by the infatuation with the cause of the Islamic State by certain
components of the Lebanese Sunni community. But what are the
real risks of a successful invasion by the Islamic State’s fighters? And,
most importantly, what resources can Lebanon bring to bear in order
to prevent it? Faced with these undeniable sources of destabilization,
two armed forces can take to the field: the Lebanese army and
Hezbollah. But neither can pursue any sort of protection of the
borders and national territory successfully without both political will
on the part of Lebanon’s ruling parties and international assistance
and cooperation on several levels.
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Introduction
In early August 2014, the sudden, massive attack by two jihadi Islamist
organizations – Jabhat al‑Nusrah (JN) and DaÝesh (also known as ISIS)1 –
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on the town of ÝArsal in Lebanon’s northeastern BiqaÝ sent a wave of
panic through Lebanon. Just a month before, the ‘Islamic State’ had been
proclaimed by ISIS in recently conquered territories of western Iraq and
northeastern Syria. Abu Bakr al‑Baghdadi, the designated ‘caliph’ of that
latest political creation, presented it to the world as an empire under
construction destined eventually to encompass the entire Levant. The
interpretation put by local observers on the assault against ÝArsal a few
weeks later is widely shared: visibly encouraged by its seizing of strategic
parts of two of the largest states in the Middle East, ISIS had put Lebanon
at the head of the list of future countries to win.
The situation indeed seems favourable, if only for the establishment
of a first embryonic Islamicized space in Lebanon. For some years now,
several radical movements have been developing within the country’s
Sunni community. They seem determined to ‘return’ to this branch of
Islam the political prominence that it enjoyed in the 1990s and 2000s,
which it felt deprived of by the meteoric rise of the ShiÝi Hezbollah on
the national scene. Gradually, frustrations and the need to ‘get even’
resonated increasingly among some Sunnis, so that some today see ISIS as
a credible champion of the community. Security breakdowns have been
a regular occurrence, especially since the late 1990s, in the country’s two
main Sunni areas – Tripoli in the north and Sidon in the south; because
of this, various networks of Islamist radicals became well established in
the country, and their capacity to harm was not trivial.
The current regional context, through the impact of the large-scale
tragedy unfolding in neighbouring Syria since 2011, further heightens
the sensitivity of much of the Sunni community to the growing power of
ISIS. Beyond the antipathy that much of the Lebanese Sunni community
harbours toward the regime of President Bashar al‑Assad, accused, among
other things, of having sponsored the assassination in February 2005 of
former prime minister, Rafic Hariri, the steady influx of Syrian refugees
at an unprecedented level seems to open Lebanon’s doors a bit wider to
radical Islamist fighters. Because of the anti-ISIS international military
coalition led by the United States to battle the Islamic State, Lebanon
was weighed down in 2014 by fears that strikes against the ISIS ranks in
Iraq and Syria would have the jihadist fighters surging into the Lebanese
hinterlands.
The threat that ISIS constitutes for Lebanon is undeniable. Beyond
the alarmist discourse, however, three things remain to be analysed: (i)
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the objective range of possibilities that exist for ISIS in Lebanon, (ii)
the leverage that Beirut’s political and security forces have for securing
the national territory, and (iii) the role that Hezbollah, seen by some as
responsible for the increasing Sunni-ShiÝi tension in Lebanon, can play
in keeping ISIS’s threat over Lebanon under control.

Lebanon, new home of Islamic radicalism in the Levant?
Regional Sunni Islamic networks in Lebanon2
Until the eruption of popular protest against the regime of President
Bashar al‑Assad in 2011, Syria’s descent into throes of violence, and its
destabilizing impact on neighbouring countries, Lebanon had succeeded
well enough in looking like a country immunized against the various
temptations of political Islam.3 To be sure though, militant Islam has
never been completely absent from the Lebanese social and political
scenes. Starting in the 1930s, the Muslim Brotherhood, the first genuine
incarnation of Middle Eastern political Islam in modern times, branched
off rapidly from its Egyptian breeding ground to the rest of the region
and officially landed in Lebanon in 1964 as al‑JamaÝah al‑Islamiyyah, the
Islamic Group.4 But from the time it appeared on the Lebanese scene,
it struggled to position itself in the already very structured and rigid
makeup of the country’s political life. Indeed, it was given its first notable
political role by the regime of Hafez al‑Assad after the entry of Syrian
troops in Lebanon in 1976. Choosing to steer clear of the Syrian Muslim
Brotherhood’s anti-BaÝath protests and refraining from reacting to the
bombardment of the latter’s positions in Aleppo and Hama in 1980 and
1982, the Islamic Group was co-opted by Damascus. During the years of
Syria’s tutelage over Lebanon (1990-2005), and for some years after Syria
withdrew its troops, the Islamic Group hence functioned as an auxiliary
force for Assad’s allies in Lebanon.
The significant turning point the region experienced in the late 1970s
with the fall of the Shah of Iran is not without its profound impact
on Lebanon. For the country’s ShiÝi community, it meant – amongst
other things – the appearance in 1982 of al‑Muqawamah al‑Islamiyyah
fi Lubnan, the Islamic Resistance in Lebanon (IRL), followed soon by
the creation of its socio-political wing Hezbollah.5 However, despite the
many contemporary analyses invariably denouncing Tehran’s aspirations
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to ‘export its revolution’,6 the Lebanese ShiÝi militancy gave ultimate
priority to the armed struggle against the occupation of the South by
Israel and its local proxy to the detriment of creating an Islamicized
regime in Beirut.7 The fact is that, for its more than thirty year existence,
Hezbollah’s leadership has not changed its position on the issue,
regularly reiterating, since the signing of the TaÞif Accords8 in 1989, its
acceptance of state institutions. Hezbollah thus remained committed to
continued participation in domestic politics on the basis of a ‘consensual’
management of national affairs.9 Better yet, in 2013, it officially gave
its support to the ‘Civil State of Believers’ project developed by the
Maronite religious leadership.10 The ShiÝi Islamist option eventually
only survived in a small militant group active in the late 1970s and 1980s
called al‑Harakah al‑Islamiyyah, the Islamic Movement.11
The first initiatives associated with contemporary Islamism-inspired
groups seeking to destabilize Lebanon’s social and political life through
violence made themselves felt in the 1990s. Their distinctive feature is
that they remain, on the whole, the prerogative of small Palestinian
groups based in refugee camps in the Sunni south and north. These
include ÝUsbat al‑Ansar (the League of the Partisans) and al‑Harakah
al‑Islamiyyah al‑Mujahidah (The Islamic Fighter’s Movement) in the
ÝAyn al‑Hilwah camp in the Sidon area; and Jund Allah (The Soldiers of
God); and then, from the second half of the 2000s, Fatah al‑Islam (The
Conquest of Islam), in the Nahr al‑Barid camp in Northern Lebanon.12
Few and far between, highly contextualized and small scale, their
operations drew little attention from the authorities and public opinion,
particularly since they were carried out by non-Lebanese elements. The
Islamist menace thus seemed to be a distant threat.
However, at the end of December 1999, the ‘events at Danniyah’
revealed the existence of Lebanese Sunni Islamist networks in the north
of the country,13 and in 2003, during the American war against Iraq,
there was some talk of Lebanese Sunni elements having gone off to fight
for Saddam Hussein’s regime. But this, again, the public viewed these as
isolated phenomena.14 On 5 February 2006, following the publication of
cartoons in the Danish newspaper Jyllands-Posten, protests were held in
Beirut, and the demonstration soon turned into a riot.15 The government
tried to restore calm by portraying the agitators as ‘external elements’
infiltrating Lebanon from Syria at the behest of the Syrian regime. The
conspiracy theory was thus invoked to insist that no radical network
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existed in Lebanon. A second episode of Islamist violence in the spring of
the following year once more put the authorities on the spot when Fatah
al‑Islam and the Lebanese army clashed for more than three months in
the Palestinian camp at Nahr al‑Barid.16 Once again, a majority of the
fighters belonged to non-Lebanese nationalities (Palestinian, Syrian, and
Saudi), and Fatah al‑Islam was said to have very close ties to the Syrian
regime’s intelligence services.17 The only repercussions on Lebanese
territory remained within the confines of the Palestinian refugee camps:
contained within the camp perimeter by the national armed forces, they
hence had a limited impact.
The eruption of protests in Syria in the spring of 2011 no longer let
the ostrich keep its head in the sand. The first Lebanese showcase of an
unaccommodating Islam was embodied for a short but charged time by
Shaykh Ahmad al‑Assir. A Sunni cleric based in Sidon’s ÝAbra suburb,
starting in 2012, he posed a dual competitive challenge to the Sunni
political leadership and the Islamic religious leadership in Lebanon in
general. Not only did his mobilization discourse try to turn the Syrian
revolution to his advantage – that the Future Current (FC), the main
Sunni party, already intended to stand up for on behalf of the community
– but Assir also tried to pose in the first instance as a matter of religious
morality by reference to Islam. His group of Lebanese and Palestinians,
for the most part, was as hostile toward Hezbollah as the institutions of
the Lebanese state – particularly the army, accused of being Hezbollah’s
subcontractor. The group hence undertook a series of attacks against
army posts, the last of which, in June 2013, had the firebrand cleric go
into hiding after clashes that left 16 dead and a hundred wounded among
the military’s ranks.18
In early August 2014, in an unprecedented scenario, several thousand
JN and ISIS fighters launched a first-ever assault on Lebanese army
positions in the town of ÝArsal, in the northeast region bordering Syria.19
The initial explanation given by the jihadists justifies the attack as
retaliation for the arrest on 2 August of Imad Jomaa, the Syrian rebel
and radical Islamist leader,20 by Lebanese security forces. The assault
was ultimately repulsed, but it ended with more than fifteen Lebanese
soldiers and police taken hostage.
What has to be grasped is how the attack by DaÝesh and JN in August
2014 stands out against this background of the more or less serious,
sporadic tremors caused by radical Islam in Lebanon. For ISIS and JN,
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it was not their first destabilizing action in the country. By the time
the assault took place, the northern BiqaÝ and the southern suburbs
of Beirut, two of the three great Lebanese ShiÝi strongholds, had been
rocked several times for two years by car bombs and suicide attacks by
the two organizations.21 The ones responsible for these suicide operations,
Arab nationals in the great majority of cases, justified their actions as
punishing Hezbollah for its involvement in the Syrian conflict on the
side of Bashar al‑Assad’s forces.
But with the attack on ÝArsal, four factors would cause real concern
among the Lebanese population and part of its political class. The first
is that the form taken by the attack was that of an invasion in force led
by an organization that, a month earlier, had just proven its credibility
by defeating both the Syrian and Iraqi armies. The second is that the
aforementioned Jomaa would soon confess under interrogation that the
attack had been planned for some time and aimed at establishing a first
Islamicized political entity in the Lebanese hinterland.22 Several articles
and eyewitness accounts disseminated in the Lebanese media had already
reported on the actions and methods of several JN and ISIS armed
elements in the town, suggesting steps to take over its management and
administration.23 Third, reactions in support of ISIS and hostile to the
Lebanese army would manifest themselves even within the Lebanese
Sunni community. These would multiply and become progressively more
daring, suggesting that radical Islam was no longer a ‘foreign conspiracy
outside Lebanese society’, but that ISIS was metastasizing in the
Lebanese body politic. Finally, the offshoots of DaÝesh in Lebanon seem
even more difficult to uproot in the short and medium term now that
they are fed by the presence of more than one million Syrian refugees.
Radical Islam, perceived in the Lebanese imagination not too long ago
as a phenomenon peculiar to Palestinian refugee camps, thus appears
much more threatening today, now that it has made its bed in the tents
of the Syrian refugees – much more numerous than their Palestinian
counterparts and spread more widely across the country’s geography.
Syrian refugees: favoured vectors for ISIS and JN in Lebanon
By the end of August 2014, the number of registered Syrian refugees outside
the borders of their country reached a record three million.24 Of the three
million, 1,175,500 are in Lebanon, a country of four million people. In
other words, the number of Syrian refugees in Lebanon represents more
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than 25% of the host population. Some forecasts estimate the number
of Syrian refugees who will be registered by the end of December at 1.5
million, which means that once the number of 400,000 Palestinians
already living in Lebanon is added, by the year’s end, there will be one
refugee for every two Lebanese in Lebanon.
Number of Syrian Registered Refugees in Lebanon 2011-2014
Apr 2011

Apr 2012

Apr 2013

Apr 2014

Aug 2014

Dec 2014
(estimated)

2,058

17,817

355,719

1,000,000

1,175,504

1,500,000

Source: <www.unhcr.org> August 2014

The presence of such numbers of Syrian refugees scattered throughout
Lebanon poses a number of problems for this small country and its
very fragile socioeconomic infrastructure.25 Amongst other things,
the Lebanese population has found it increasingly difficult to live on
good terms with the new Syrian residents. The principal grounds for
resentment are mainly socioeconomic: refugees are accused of posing
a sizeable competitive force in the labour market. The issue of Syrian
refugees also feeds debate at the political level, just as the Palestinian
refugees did before them. Among Christians – especially Michel Aoun’s
Free Patriotic Current – the fear is that the refugees will never return to
Syria. Eventual naturalization, given their majoritarian adherence to the
Sunni confession, raises fears that the balance of power between religious
groups will be jeopardized.
The main fear, however, is that DaÝesh and JN will use this huge
pool of Syrians – willingly or not – to infiltrate and start up sovereign
networks in Lebanon. The talk today is of nearly 3,000 sleeper cells of
Salafist jihadists in Lebanon that are very difficult to identify.26 For one
thing, it is impossible to recognize the destabilizing elements among
border-crossing refugees. Beyond that, some Lebanese communities even
constitute comfortable rear bases for the jihadists, (i) be they Sunni, hence
sympathetic as a group to the Syrian revolution and the rebels, and/
or (ii) where the refugees outnumber the residents in such proportions,
sometimes triple or quadruple, that local authorities feel – and de facto
are – deprived of any authority over their community. It is not by chance
that the jihadists selected ÝArsal as priority terrain to take, for example.
The city is strategically located on the border at a point that makes it
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a prime gateway for the rebels into Lebanon. The refugees are thought
to outnumber residents by 100,000 to 35,000,27 the latter mostly Sunni,
largely won over to the cause of the Revolution and harangued every
Friday by a radical cleric, Shaykh Mustafa Hujayri, aka Abu Taqiyyah.28
ÝAli Hujayri, the mayor, was himself implicated several years earlier in
attacks by anti-Assad elements against Lebanese army positions in the
region.29 Reports, articles in the press, and eyewitnesses have for several
months flagged initiatives by jihadists living in the ÝArsal camp designed
to bring the refugee and local populations under their Islamic heel and
make themselves the reference authority in the town.
The potential threat associated with some of the refugees combined
with the socioeconomic situation of the Syrians in Lebanon has had the
unfortunate effect of strengthening the power of DaÝesh and JN over a
segment of this population. It took place in a process of radicalization
through a feedback loop of negative interactions: the need for Lebanese
authorities to check the identity of refugees in order to identify and
control troublemakers led to army and police procedures that the
refugees chafe under. The suspicion that is then engendered toward
them by the host population, the socioeconomic rivalries, and, more
recently, the yearning to exact revenge after the ÝArsal incidents, has led
more and more Lebanese to react with disdain and hostility. These have
produced aggression against Syrian workers, court orders to move tents
within 48 hours, or even outright setting makeshift camps on fire.30
Syrian refugees, put under surveillance by Lebanese forces of law and
order and abused daily in the public and professional space by the locals,
have been increasingly tempted to turn to DaÝesh for protection and
social advantage. They have been consequently less and less likely to keep
radical Islam from moving in among them.31 Their doing so in turn has
encouraged the Lebanese authorities as well as the population to cling to,
if not raise, their suspicion – and their animosity. As an illustration of
such a scenario in action, Syrian refugees organized a demonstration in
late September 2014 after the end of a Friday sermon in front of ÝArsal’s
city council building to protest alleged mistreatment by law enforcement
in the aftermath of the attack by DaÝesh and JN. Among the slogans
chanted, those by the two jihadi organizations struck a belligerent tone:
the protesters put the Lebanese army on notice, sang the praises of
DaÝesh, and invited JN to ‘invade Beirut.’32
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The Syrian crisis and the domestic inter-Lebanese situation
For the record, Lebanon’s political scene has been split since 2005 between
the 14 March Alliance – an essentially Sunni and Christian coalition
of parties and individuals opposed to the Syrian regime that consists
mainly of the Future Current (FC) of Saad Hariri and the Lebanese
Forces of Samir Geagea – and the March 8 Coalition, which has favoured
maintaining close ties with Damascus and is led by Hezbollah with the
support of the Free Patriotic Current of Michel Aoun.
It has been assumed by the 14 March movement that Assad’s
ouster and the advent of real democracy in Syria would result almost
automatically in a decisive victory over March 8 in Lebanon, and thus
the marginalization of Hezbollah. In this view, the changing balance
of power between the Syrian regime in Damascus and its opposition
would logically and necessarily replicate itself between the two coalitions
in Lebanon. In reality, however, the belief in such a direct relationship
between the politics of the two countries ignores the kind of leverage
exerted by Hezbollah on Lebanon’s political stage, just as it wrongly
assumes that any successor to the Assad dynasty is bound to act kindly
towards anti-Assad Lebanese forces. The ramifications in Lebanon
demonstrate, contrary to the popular adage, that the enemy of one’s
enemy is not necessarily one’s friend. Indeed, the major role played by
the radical Islamic groups in the Syrian opposition hardly strengthens
the 14 March movement; rather, it simultaneously weakens the two major
Sunni and Christian sectarian factions within it.
A Sunni community in crisis
If the threat posed by DaÝesh and JN for Lebanon is real, it is not
however so much because it is posed by thousands of refugees scattered
throughout the country, but because the two jihadi organizations appear
to have created many partisans and sympathizers within the Lebanese
Sunni community itself who are willing to serve as their enablers if not
actual troops.33 There is also a well-founded fear that the country’s two
main Muslim communities, Sunni and ShiÝi, will resort to force of arms
to settle the dispute over the Syrian question and thus countenance the
risk of plunging Lebanon into the throes of a civil war.
For several years now, Sunni Lebanon has gone through both a
political and identity crisis, which, in view of ISIS’s power in the region,
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makes it dangerously susceptible to the cause of radical Islam. Most
analyses of a general Sunni ‘ihbat’, or disenchantment, try to explain
the phenomenon as the ‘absence of a strong and credible leadership’ of
the community, particularly in its confrontation with Hezbollah. The
reality of this disenchantment, however, is more complex than that. Of
all the Lebanese confessions, the Sunni community has been the prime
beneficiary of the redistribution of powers established by the 1990 TaÞif
Agreement. The Executive is primarily represented and reinforced by
the Council of Ministers chaired by the – obligatorily – Sunni Prime
Minister. Since the end of the war, he has therefore been the country’s
top politician, to the detriment of the President of the Republic,
a Maronite, who was stripped of many privileges at the war’s end. In
addition, the efforts undertaken during the tutelage (1990-2005) by the
Syrian regime to maintain Christian conservatives under control, which
the Sunni forces had opposed during the war, and to shut the door to
Hezbollah entering the government despite its already being the primary
representative of the ShiÝi community, thus allowed the Sunnis to settle
into being the country’s pre-eminent political community. The IRL’s
military victory over the Israeli army in southern Lebanon and the end
of 22 years of occupation wrested from Israeli troops by the ShiÝi fighters
has created mixed feelings within the Sunni community. The admiration
for the IRL triumphs where all the Arab regimes had invariably failed for
the past fifty years was shot through with discomfort...‘and jealousy’.34
The position Hezbollah then occupied as the best on the Levantine front
in the promotion of the Palestinian cause undercut, for the first time,
the Sunni community whose main warhorse had been the fight against
Zionism. No longer in the forefront of the fight against the latter, it
disparaged the invitation by militant ShiÝism to Sunnism for a joining
of ranks and so continue to fight for the cause. Instead, a lot of Lebanese
Sunnis began to withdraw from the national paradigms in favour
of more communitarian-centred narratives.35 This ‘detaching’ of the
Lebanese Sunni imagination from the anti-sectarian ideal that had been
its credo since the 1950s gradually came to favour a new ‘patriotisme de
communauté’ (to quote Maxime Rodinson)36 narrowly focused on the faith
community. Undoubtedly, the end of the Syrian tutelage gave Hezbollah,
kept in check by Damascus on the domestic scene until then, a new and
appreciable flexibility that had it join the government for the first time
in 2005 after having been an effective presence in Parliament since 1992.
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Faced with the various successes of Hezbollah on the same domestic scene
since,37 the Sunni community’s narratives establish a causal link between
their community’s weakening political position and the meteoric rise
of ShiÝi power. The retreat into community became more radical, to the
point where, when Saad Hariri’s cabinet was ousted in January 2011 by
a blocking minority of its ShiÝi and Christians opponents, and he was
replaced by Najib Mikati, a moderate, the community turned its back on
the new prime minister, accusing him of ‘treachery’.
In addition, Saad Hariri’s self-imposed exile following the fall of
his government and his prolonged absence from Lebanon have left his
community feeling ‘abandoned,’ hence ‘vulnerable’ – and more susceptible
to new discourses that, especially beginning in 2012-2013, trend toward
an identification of its fate with that of the Syrian protests.38 Ahmad
al‑Assir incarnated for a time a window into this Lebanese Sunnism
tired of waiting for action by the FC against Hezbollah, and tempted by
the Salafist and regional jihadist options. Profiting from Saad Hariri’s
absence, Assir aspired to become the new leader of the community, in
which communitarian pride and religious reactionary conservatism
would be joined. The alternative that he offered to Hariri’s Sunnism
gained adherents within the community to the point where he had
sympathizers even inside Future Current, causing some of the party’s
MPs to openly contradict the positions taken by its own leadership.39
Thus, a dissident form of Sunnism that makes victimization its
preferred political stock in trade appeared in some regions. It accused the
government, particularly the army, of being a Hezbollah subcontractor,
of being used primarily to hunt Sunni Islamists rather than keeping the
IRL from fighting them in Syria. Moreover, the military successes racked
up by the IRL on Syrian territory since its overt involvement on the side
of the regime antagonized the Lebanese Sunnis who generally back the
Syrian revolution. These victories are experienced as so many slaps in
the face by the Lebanese Islamists. After al‑Assir was defeated in June
2013 and the majority of his acolytes arrested, participation by Lebanese
elements in armed terrorist actions was seen on the domestic scene in the
car bomb attacks that shook mainly Beirut’s southern suburbs and the
northeast BiqaÝ, two of the three principal ShiÝi strongholds in Lebanon.
While most of the suicide bombers were not Lebanese, investigations
show that they have largely operated with the support of Lebanese agents,
including several clerics.40 Since the first week of August 2014, there has
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been a succession of incidents where DaÝesh flags and graffiti glorifying
it and JN have been spotted in public places, on tunnel walls, and in
large passageways in Sunni regions. After JN and ISIS slaughtered several
military prisoners taken during the Battle of ÝArsal, the Lebanese were
to learn that two of the jihadis who carried out the execution of the first
victim, a Sunni soldier from north Lebanon, were themselves Lebanese
from the same region.
At the present time, the army and the Lebanese political class in
general are on high alert. There is real fear of an invasion by DaÝesh and
JN from the outside, which could, in the measure that it precipitates chaos
and crisis, moreover bring out more Lebanese supporters than imagined.
There are in fact other Lebanese locales with the same great features as
ÝArsal that favour the establishment of Islamic DaÝesh-ian islands in the
country. Serious concerns exist about the Akkar region that also sits
open on the Syrian border and, by extension, to Tripoli. This largely
Sunni, ultra-poor, zone traditionally abandoned by governmental social
services, has seen radical networks proliferate within it for more than
fifteen years. In Tripoli, a security regimen had finally been put in place
in early April 2014 and seemed to yield satisfactory results. However, the
events at ÝArsal emboldened radical Sunni networks in the north, and
led to a resurgence of violence, especially against the Lebanese military.41
Finally, the area around Shebaa (ShabÝa)-Kfarshuba could in the future
have pride of place as a new Lebanese area at risk. It also lies on the
Syrian border but this time farther south and just a few kilometres from
the border with Israel.42 Since the late 2000s the – mainly Sunni and
Druze – Shebaa Kfarshuba region has indeed witnessed a proliferation
of Salafizing conservatives.43
Paradox of the 14 March Christians
Lebanese Christians of all political persuasions are not happy with the
growing role played by the Sunni jihadists at the heart of the anti-Assad
networks. Shocked by what their Iraqi co-religionists have suffered in
recent years and what has begun to happen to their counterparts in Syria,
Lebanese Christians saw the arrival in Lebanon of a similar regime of
repression, abuse and, ultimately, forced exile, as their worst nightmare.
Within the Lebanese Christian community, two main political
factions have vied for popular support since 2005. While Samir Geagea,
the leader of the Christian faction within the 14 March movement,
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depends on the moderate and Western-allied Sunni (FC), Aoun’s Free
Patriotic Current (FPC) in the opposing camp is wary of Hariri’s close
links with Saudi Arabia and glorify its alliance with a Hezbollah whose
behaviour in Islamo-Christian relations has for years been depicted
by the FPC as exemplary. Giving it a hand, Hezbollah’s media, which
diligently covers all abuses committed against Christians by Sunni
jihadi groups throughout the region, has taken every opportunity to
highlight Hezbollah’s strong ties with Christians. Christians who are
already favourably inclined toward Hezbollah have hence had no reason
to change their position. This is all the more so in light of the position
in which their 14 March co-religionists found themselves given the rise
of jihadist groups in the Syrian opposition. Indeed, Geagea, who had
argued for months after the outbreak of the insurrection in Syria that an
Islamist regime in Syria would not prove harmful to Christians, abruptly
abandoned that claim by the end of 2012.
The weakening of the Sunnis’ position in Lebanon enhances this
destabilization of the Lebanese anti-Assad Christians. Syria’s turmoil has
effectively accelerated the shattering of Sunni unity, which was already
under stress in recent years due to a series of setbacks suffered by the FC,
as well as by the emergence of pockets of radical Islamists. Faced with
the militarization of the conflict next door as in 2012, the temptation
to provide reinforcements and logistical support to the insurgents was
too strong for the FC to resist. Despite some initial official denials, Saad
Hariri said nothing in November 2012 when pressed about the mounting
evidence implicating his associates in the supply of arms and funding for
the rebels.44 This direct involvement in the Syrian conflict as well as the
clear support for the rebels provided by the FC’s external sponsor, Saudi
Arabia, not to mention the overt support voiced by several FC members of
Parliament in 2012 and 2013 for the radical Sunni cleric Ahmad al‑Assir,
fatally undermined the efforts by Hariri’s faction to present itself as an
effective firewall against extremist groups. All the more so since, when
the radical Sunni groups challenged the state’s authority even, at times,
with violence between 2012-2013, FC MPs from Tripoli defended their
actions without any public rebuke from the leadership. Thus, Hariri’s
pledges of moderation have consistently proved difficult to uphold, as
he showed himself unable to rein in these groups. No wonder then that
the arrival on the scene of the Islamic State in July 2014 stoked fears, and
many are the statements that filter through to the press from supporters
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of the Lebanese Forces who have come to prefer good relations or even a
formal alliance with Hezbollah.45
Why Lebanese ShiÝa do not support the fall of Assad
The community that would logically appear most susceptible to
changing its political allegiance in light of the Syrian crisis remains the
ShiÝa themselves. Indeed, IRL’s intervention on the side of Assad’s forces
has reverberated strongly in Lebanon, especially with respect to security.
Reprisals by the Syrian opposition have already taken the form of several
car or suicide bombings, mainly in two ShiÝi strongholds. While it is
undeniable that these incidents have spread unease and fear among the
ShiÝis, any thought that they could trigger a massive political desertion
by the community would seem to be delusionary.
The ShiÝis of Lebanon have three reasons for not supporting the fall
of Assad’s regime. The first relates to the bipolarity of the political scene.
The two camps and their followers hold highly defined views regarding
their political, factional, regional, and international allegiances. On
the one hand, March 8 is allied to Syria and Iran and regards Russia
favourably. On the other, a large part of 14 March followers have no
problem dealing with Israel, are friendly toward Saudi Arabia, and, at the
international level, consider France and the US their natural protectors.
Thus, without necessarily retaining any admiration for the Damascus
regime – let alone any endorsement of its policies and behaviour – the
strong majority of ShiÝa ‘naturally’ prefer it as the lesser evil compared
to one which would upset the regional equilibrium.
Over the past 20 years, the community has also formed very special,
very strong, and very complex bonds with Hezbollah. The party’s
successive victories over the Israeli occupation and its social and
political achievements on the domestic front have certainly built up solid
confidence in its strategic acuity. But those accomplishments have also
sparked a revival of communal identity, based on a new ‘ShiÝi pride,’ the
promotion of a collective self-image. In this way, the party has empowered
the community to rid itself of inferiority complexes that it has suffered
from for decades, if not centuries, thus inspiring a strong, durable feeling
of gratitude toward Hezbollah and, accordingly, cementing an enduring
political bond between the party and the community.
Finally, the majority of ShiÝis are unlikely to desert Hezbollah because
of their strong hostility toward the Sunni jihadist groups in the Syrian
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opposition. Christians are not the only religious group anxious about
the jihadists’ growing importance. ShiÝis feel much the same fear because
they know that the hatred directed by these groups at them is based as
much on religious as on political differences. In a country whose state
lacks the resources to assure its citizens’ security, Hezbollah may appear
– as paradoxical as it may seem – as the only group capable of defending
its community – and the nation.

What blocking capacities exist?
In theory, the army is the only one fit to challenge extremism
In the context of the threat posed by DaÝesh and JN for Lebanon, all eyes
turn to the Lebanese army. However, it is far from having the muscle
to face its new adversary. Historically, it has never really been a strong
institution and has never really had the wherewithal for its mission of
protecting the country against external threats. Regional contexts, it is
true, have not helped it in this regard, given the imbalance of power
against Israeli troops, and the Syrian tutelage that kept the army in a
hierarchical relationship with Damascus. But the problem of material
capability is also due to the structure of Lebanese political life that refuses
to give to the army (hence to whatever faction is in power) the means
for reining in a political – or a confessional – group for the benefit of
another.
According to experts, the Lebanese army for all intents and purposes is
chronically undermanned. The fact is that it has 56,000 arguably undertrained troops today, and it remains underfunded.46 At the end of the
civil war in the early 1990s, the institution was receiving large subsidies
from the state, up to more than 20% of total budget expenditures, but
not to modernize, equip, or train it. The aim instead is to cut down on
the unemployment of recently disarmed militia members by integrating
them into the army.47 Moreover, compulsory military service was
abolished in 2007. Since the withdrawal of Syrian troops and the end
of the Damascus tutelage in 2005, American aid increases have been
systematically held up or cancelled to refrain from giving the Lebanese
army equipment that could be used against the Israeli army, or that,
according to Tel Aviv, ‘could fall into the hands of Hezbollah.’48 The
Lebanese army’s performance in the field consequently holds no surprise.
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In December 2013, Saudi Arabia made an official gift of three billion
dollars to the Lebanese army, in the form of military equipment to be
ordered from the French by the Lebanese general staff. Ten months later,
Lebanon, having already sent its requisition to the Paris government
some time earlier, still had received nothing, and Paris had on several
occasions assured Tel Aviv that ‘nothing would be delivered to Lebanon
that could alter the balance of forces with Israel.’49 When the DaÝesh
attack on ÝArsal started, the material that was to have been supplied by
France was missing in action, at the moment when it was badly needed
by the Lebanese army.50
The Lebanese army lacks not only equipment. It also needs more
men, according to the government. Hence, after the fighting with DaÝesh
was over, the latter decided to add an additional 5,000 soldiers in the
short term.51 But there again, the decision was fraught with complex
consequences. On top of the additional pay that will have come out
of budget already handicapped by a $65 billion debt,52 the Lebanese
army’s system of compensation will require government spending far in
excess of the Treasury’s capacity.53 Without significant foreign financial
assistance, expanding the military manpower pool, although absolutely
necessary, will also mean a large, unavoidable expense too heavy for
Beirut’s budgetary to shoulder alone.
Action by government: too little too late
Another obstacle to effective action by the Lebanese army against the
jihadist Sunni radicalism in Lebanon is of a political nature. More than
clientelism and negligence, confessionalism prevents law enforcement
from carrying out its function. It is sometimes difficult to crack down in
Sunni areas in pursuit of jihadist elements. Confessional solidarity seems
in fact in Lebanon a much stronger attachment factor than adherence
to the law. Some of the Sunni politicians of 14 March, especially during
the prolonged absence of Saad Hariri, have thus gradually distanced
themselves considerably from the official legalistic FC discourse.
Consequently, while Tripoli has experienced recurring violent episodes
between Sunni and Alawite neighbourhoods since the mid-2000s, the
army was prevented from actually taking action because of patronage and
confessionalism. A security plan was finally implemented in April 2014
that should have worked. But faced with aggressive action by the army,
which would put many radical jihadist elements behind bars, many
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FC members of Parliament – including all of those from the Tripoli
region – attacked the military and portrayed the city as the ‘target of
a campaign directed against the Sunni community.’ In July 2014, the
Minister of Interior, Nuhad al‑Mashnuk (a Sunni), still insisted on the
fact that ‘DaÝesh in Lebanon represents no more than a small number of
people’ and that ‘the overwhelming majority of the Sunnis, not to say
100% of them [...] remain attached to moderation and civility’.54 Even
the events at ÝArsal did not succeed in bringing the entire Sunni political
class to a one united stance. In September 2014, Ashraf Rifi, Minister of
Justice, former head of police and FC favourite, railed loudly against a
group of Christian young people who responded to the events of ÝArsal
by preparing to burn a DaÝesh flag on a public road. Posing as a defender
of his community’s values, he accused them of attacking Islam’s religious
symbols (including the names of God and the Prophet appearing on the
flag) and threatened to prosecute them. A few weeks later, he intervened
personally to help two jihadist leaders – Shadi Mawlawi and Ahmad
Mikati, who had been surrounded by the army after three days of urban
warfare – escaped. During the same period, Khaled Daher, an FC MP of
the North, was caught cordially associating with known IS and JN leaders
living in the Tripoli region.55 He was reported to have ‘coordinated’ with
Ahmad Mikati, who sent him video clips of Sunni members of the army
who had just deserted to join ISIS/JN. Daher’s answer was that ‘the army
was just looking for an excuse to kill us and violate my constituents
[Northerners].’56 In other words, the Lebanese army’s means, facing ISIS
and JN, are all the more limited since both government and Parliament
still need to show a more effective unity on the stand to adopt against
radical Islam.
Hezbollah: a capacity for resistance limited by confessional logic
Under the shadow cast over Lebanon by DaÝesh and JN, the IRL far
more than the army represents the force that has both adequate training
and equipment. Establishing with certainty its forces and its weapons
inventory is impossible. But what is undeniable is that more than
fifteen years spent fighting an effective guerrilla war against the Israeli
occupying troops have forged one of the best Arab fighting forces in the
Middle East. In 2000, the IRL succeeded where the rest of the regular
forces in the region had failed: it forced the Israeli army for the first time
in its history to withdraw unconditionally from a territory it occupied.
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Despite limited manpower,57 the IRL in the summer of 2006 stymied every
objective declared by Israel for a 33 day war it launched against Lebanon.
The win demonstrated that Hezbollah’s parent organization had lost
none of its capacity after six years of calm on the southern border, and,
so far, the most frequent success of its interventions alongside the Syrian
army testifies to the fact that the condition of IRL seems to be quite
satisfactory still.58
Flashback to an intervention outside national borders
If Hezbollah’s leaders have supported – from the very beginning – the
Lebanese government’s policy of non-intervention in the Syrian crisis,
it has not kept them from taking a clear position in favour of Assad’s
regime, even while calling for a negotiated settlement. It must not be
forgotten that cooperation between the BaÝathist regime in Damascus
and Hezbollah, which began in the early 1990s, was built on a strategic
alliance that has consisted essentially of Syria’s facilitating the transfer
of arms from Iran to IRL. In its various defeats of the Israeli army, the
group became to a certain extent indebted to the Assad dynasty. This
explains why, despite Damascus’s decades-long avoidance of any armed
challenge to Tel Aviv, Hezbollah still considers the Syrian leadership to
be a ‘regime of resistance against Israel.’
This arrangement would probably not survive in the event that the
Free Syrian Army (FSA) or the Sunni jihadi groups actually took power.
The Syrian opposition factions did not wait for Hezbollah fighters to
actually cross the border before declaring their hostility toward and
issuing threats against the party. In January 2012, the FSA spokesman,
Col. Ammar al‑Wawi, even warned that Hezbollah’s Secretary General,
Hassan Nasrallah, would be ‘held accountable for his actions before
revolutionary courts after the victory of the Syrian revolution.’59 In the
following fall, the head of al‑QaÝidah in Syria (as it was then known),
Majid al‑Majid, issued a specific threat, announcing his intention to
conduct attacks against tourist sites in Lebanon if the government in
Beirut continued to support Hezbollah.60 Similarly, the FSA’s leadership
promised to bring the war into the heart of Hezbollah’s southern Beirut
stronghold if the party ‘didn’t end its support for the regime of Bashar
al‑Assad’.61 The rhetoric then progressively became more virulent and
characterized by a sectarian, anti-ShiÝi hostility as the Sunni jihadi
groups, making it clear that the conflict went far beyond any ideological
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or economic differences.
All of this preceded the IRL’s intervention, which actually took
place in two stages. The first real appearance of the IRL in Syria dates
in all likelihood to the latter half of 2012.62 It did not involve sending
combatants to fight alongside regime forces. Rather, the first units
were members of local self-defence forces that formed spontaneously
in the increasingly conflict-riven zone along the border.63 Having never
been precisely demarcated, the border between northeast Lebanon and
Syria constitutes a large area that is home to some 30 villages actually
inhabited by Lebanese citizens – mostly ShiÝis, who are however subject
to Syrian sovereignty. In view of their sectarian character, these villages
were targeted early on by Sunni jihadi groups. In response, small groups
of local Lebanese youth (some of which are members of Hezbollah and
the IRL) took up arms in self-defence. But at the time no specific orders
in that regard seem to have been issued by the Hezbollah leadership.64
The second stage of Hezbollah’s intervention on Syrian territory
came with the battle of Qusayr in the spring of 2013, when IRL
combatants fought this time alongside regular Syrian army forces. This
intervention resulted from the convergence of interests of both the
regime and Hezbollah, and its logic is readily apparent from a glance
at Syrian geography. For two years (Spring 2013-2015), the IRL has been
confining its zone of intervention mainly to the swath of territory along
the Aleppo-Homs-Damascus axis, stretching roughly from the northwest
coast of Syria (immediately north of Lebanon) along the border down to
the Lebanese ShiÝi region of BaÝalbak al‑Hirmil. The northwest coast is
largely Alawite (ShiÝi) and Christian; i.e., populated by the two sectarian
constituencies most closely allied with the regime. With the IRL’s help,
the regime has focused on keeping open the major transportation routes
that link the capital, Damascus, to the northwest, and on impeding the
Syrian rebels’ access to safe havens and, above all, a resupply base in
the BiqaÝ provided by Sunni sympathizers. Although a southern front
was opened in February 2015 on the Syrian army’s initiative and with
IRL support, mainly to secure the regime’s positions in Damascus, IRL’s
intervention in Syria is still motivated primarily by the defence of its
own interests, reflecting less an attempt to save the Syrian regime than
a proactive effort to gauge the potential impact of Assad’s fall on its
ability to act in Syria. Hezbollah and IRL do not need to be welcome
throughout Syria; if Syria breaks up into various zones of influence as
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it already more or less has, a stable, defensible sanctuary is sufficient for
their main purpose of ensuring that key supply routes remain intact.
Realism and foresight first
But even if the IRL seems to win most of its face-offs with DaÝesh and JN
in Syria, regardless of its prowess as an armed force in the field, it risks
being constrained by two non-negligible factors in its self-assigned role
of protecting the Lebanese borders.
The first is the excessive confessional polarization pervading Lebanon
at present. Systematic translation into confessional terms of political
positions taken by the various Lebanese groups on the national as well
as regional stage shuts off all access by the IRL to Sunni areas of the
country and to launching any action against DaÝesh and JN from these
regions. Only in the non-Sunni portions of the country can the IRL
theoretically hope to render assistance to the Lebanese army. Crossing
that red line would immediately be interpreted as an arrogant move, a
condescension by the Lebanese ShiÝis toward their Sunni compatriots,
a subjection of the latter under hierarchical and security control by the
former – and so would stir up a hornet’s nest.
The second constraining element remains the repercussions of IRL’s
involvement in the Syrian conflict on the Lebanese situation. IRL’s
presence in Syria has always been blamed by the country’s Sunnis and
part of the Christians, as both an immoral bias in favour of Assad, the
reason for the rise of animosity between Sunnis and ShiÝa domestically –
and the cause for retaliation attacks by jihadist groups backing the Syrian
opposition. The ShiÝi community certainly supports the Hezbollah
intervention in Syria, but it goes against the grain. They understand
the IRL’s reasons for it but still suffer jihadist retaliation; an increasing
number of ShiÝi family circles are mourning one or more young people
killed in IRL actions in Syria.
Hezbollah’s leadership seems entirely aware that the consequences of
an engagement stretching over the long term are not without danger for the
party, mainly in terms of their relationship with their Sunni compatriots.
Regardless of the party’s positions on domestic or Syrian issues, it is
plain to see that its leadership since 2011 has been acting out of a rather
pragmatic sense of realities. Dealing with Lebanese society first, anxious
about calming the situation with the Sunnis, it moves closer than ever to
a unifying discourse, conveying message after message of conciliation to
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the Sunni base. Hezbollah is sending the message that it prefers viewing
the trouble-makers as elements from outside the national community
over opting for revenge against its Sunni compatriots. Hence, the talk
is of ‘irhabiyyin’ and ‘takfiriyyin,’ i.e. ‘terrorists’ and ‘excommunicators’,
but never ‘Sunnis’. Intensive efforts aimed at Christians are also being
developed. Reassuring statements stressing that the IRL would never
abandon Lebanese minorities in case of a jihadi attack, pictures of IRL
fighters standing at attention and giving military salutes to Mary’s
statutes in Christian villages in Syria sacked by jihadists, and of ShiÝi
fighters vowing eternal allegiance and protection ‘to the Imam ÝAli and
the Virgin Mary’ abound on social networks. In September 2014 in
BaÝalbak, an area where Sunnis, ShiÝis and Christians mix, Hezbollah
also took the initiative of convening the region’s notables for the signing
of a pact between the different communities where a plea was made for
a sacred, multi-confessional union against ‘external threats’ and for the
preservation of civil peace.65
Next, in facing the opposing political class in particular, the party
practices skilful flexibility. Hezbollah, in a strong position in parliament
as well as the government since January 2011, has seen the rise of jihadists
in the Syrian opposition work in its favour among the Christian
electorate. Nevertheless, management yielded to the 14 March Alliance
several policy levers it had worked hard to monopolize since 2005. In 2013,
Hezbollah first accepted that its ally Najib Mikati would be succeeded as
prime minister by Tammam Salam, seen as close to Hariri. Next, it gave
up key security positions (Interior and Justice portfolios) to the Sunnis
of the FC, with the aim both of avoiding potential liability for failures in
security matters, particularly in troubled Sunni areas (and so let the FC,
i.e. a Sunni party, deal with it), and in facilitating cooperation with the
international community in the fight against radical Islam. In the field,
finally, Hezbollah and the IRL both are careful not to participate in
any heavy-handed operations by the army in Sunni areas (Sidon, Tripoli,
and BiqaÝ).

Conclusion
The threat of an annexationist radical Islam is very real for Lebanon, due
to both the presence of over one million Syrian refugees in Lebanon and
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the sympathy that the jihadism of ISIS and JN appears to engender in a
non-negligible portion of the Lebanese Sunni community. To stand up
to a possible DaÝesh-ian spearhead into Lebanese territory, the Lebanese
army is far from being ideally positioned, due to a severe shortage of
equipment, training – and coherent and motivated political leadership.
At the time of writing this article, the promised French weapons to
the Lebanese army are anticipated to be delivered soon. The Lebanese
population can hope that this donation, unlike many precedents, will
include game-changing weaponry that can significantly elevate the
effectiveness of the army in responding to the various threats facing the
country. But while waiting for these hopes to materialize, the army can
very much use the IRL’s help in sharing the heavy burden of protecting
the borders. It remains for the political class to work towards preserving
civil peace.
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